
Chapter 182 

Zhang Fan's nervous shoes are full of sweat! It's no exaggeration. One corpse has two lives. If something 

happens today, it's a big deal. But as a doctor, do you do it at this moment? In fact, the whole people 

need to think about this problem! 

 

If you don't cut it laterally, you may tear, bleed and have problems with the fetus. Side cutting, no 

sterilized kitchen knife, absolute infection, no anesthetic, will this pain shock pregnant women! It was 

really tricky. When Zhang Fan was about to make up his mind, he heard his most annoying voice before, 

the unique whistle of 120! 

 

Zhang Fan, whose hands were a little soft, said inexplicably to several women, "the most beautiful 

symphony in the world is just like this!" 

 

In the hall, the boss has begun to distribute red envelopes. Although she has money, she doesn't have 

enough energy to hire a TV station subordinate to a deputy provincial administrative unit. Today is an 

opportunity. She must let these people talk more about little fat sheep on TV! 

 

 

"Make way, come on! Get out of the way. " There were too many people watching the excitement. 

Doctors and nurses in the emergency department came in with a stretcher. 

 

 

As soon as I entered the box, I saw Zhang Fan sweating in his suit and shoes, holding a kitchen knife in 

his hand, facing a pregnant woman lying on a hot pot round table. Xiao Li in the emergency department 

almost laughed. It was too against the law“ Doctor Zhang, I came in time, didn't I? " 

 

 

"I've never missed you so much!" Zhang Fan began to wear gloves as he said. They are all experts. 

Although the emergency department won't accept the delivery, Zhang Fan is here, and Zhang Fan 

doesn't say he wants to send the patient to the hospital. After all, he is the first doctor, and he is a very 

famous doctor in the emergency department surgery. The nurse and Xiao Li began to cooperate. As 

soon as the driver saw that there was no need to carry a stretcher, he went out. 

 

"Lidocaine diluted, sharp knife! Open the venous channel! " Zhang Fan began to give oral medical 

advice. Zhang Fan put on disposable surgical clothes, put his right hand against the perineum (a) with 

the thenar of the palm of his hand, and press the fetal head pillow with his left hand during uterine 

contraction to help the fetal head bend down and make the fetal head drop slowly. 

 

With drugs and assistants, and there are no problems with fetal and maternal pregnancy tests, it's really 

going well. God is helping the mother and child. Although Zhang Fan didn't open obstetrics and 

Gynecology, he didn't have white liver for a month in obstetrics and Gynecology, and he was quite 

skilled in midwifery. Now, although 120 has come, and there are professional obstetricians and nurses, 



he doesn't need Zhang Fan to do anything anymore. Zhang Fan resolutely pushed off the red envelope 

of his family! Then they ran out of the hot pot shop with Tang Jingjing. 

 

"What should I do? Little fat sheep can't eat! What's next? " Tang Jingjing asked three people with a 

smile. 

 

Because there is no need to compensate, Zhu Bing is no longer in a daze, "why don't we go to eat goose 

leader? We should celebrate today!" 

 

"Still eat hot pot! I dare not eat hot pot now! " Lu Renjia said with a little palpitation. 

 

"Why don't you go eat? Look at me. I have to change it." Zhang Fan pointed to his blood and said. 

 

"I have to drink some wine today. Go change your clothes and we'll wait for you. Just head goose. " Tang 

Jingjing said. 

 


